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Abstract

Understanding the dynamics of biological invasions is crucial for managing numerous
phenomena, from invasive species to tumours. Despite the breadth of application, and
substantial theoretical development, invasions have proven difficult to predict. This
may partly be due to an underappreciation of the interaction between the Allee effect
– where individuals in low-density populations suffer lowered fitness – and evolution
during invasions. Since invasion fronts are regions of perpetually low population density,
selection should favour vanguard invaders that are resistant to Allee effects. Evolution
in response to this pressure could cause invasions to transition from pushed waves,
propelled by dispersal from behind the invasion front, to pulled waves, driven by the
invasion vanguard. To examine this possibility, we construct an individual-based model
in which a trait that governs resistance to the Allee effect evolves during an invasion.
We find that vanguard invaders rapidly evolve resistance to the Allee effect, causing
invasions to accelerate. This also results in invasions transforming from pushed waves
into pulled waves; an outcome with important consequences for the predictability of
invasion speed. These findings underscore the importance of accounting for evolution in
invasion forecasts, and suggest that it has the capacity to fundamentally alter broader
invasion dynamics.
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Introduction

Biological invasions are ubiquitous. While we might typically think of invasive organisms,
the study of biological invasions applies to a much larger range of phenomena, from species
responding to climate change [1], to the spread of alleles [2,3], the spread of pathogens [4],
and even the growth of tumours [5]. To understand and manage these diverse phenomena,
reliable projections of invasion speed are vital [6,7]. To these ends, a wealth of ecological
and mathematical approaches have been developed for modelling spreading populations [8,9].
While these models can predict real invasion speeds, they are often unreliable in even the
simplest of invasive settings [10–13].

Spread rate is determined by an interaction between dispersal and population growth [2,14],
and modelled spread rates are highly sensitive to precisely how these two processes are
specified. On the one hand, the shape of dispersal kernels – in particular the shape of the
tail of the dispersal distribution – has a profound effect on spread rate [15,16]. On the other,
details of population dynamics, such as the presence or absence of Allee effects, also have a
major impact on spread rates [9,17,18]. Together, subtle alterations to growth and dispersal
result in a wealth of spread dynamics, including wave collapse (extinction), lag-phases, and
accelerating spread [8,9].

Allee effects have proved to be particularly important in that they control two major classes
of invasion dynamic: pushed and pulled waves [8,19]. Allee effects cause individuals in low-
density populations to have lower mean fitness than those in populations at higher densities
(i.e., positive density dependence) [20,21]. Since invasion fronts are characteristically regions
of low population density, Allee effects may curb the reproduction of front line invaders for
species that are subject to them. This acts to slow invasions and can fundamentally change
their dynamics: from a ‘pulled’ wave (in which high growth at low density pulls the invasion
front forward) to a ‘pushed’ wave (in which the movement of the wave is pushed forward
by dispersal from high-density populations)[8,17,22]. A pushed dynamic results in slower,
or even pinned, invasions [15,17–19,23], and this relationship between the Allee effect and
pushed and pulled waves has recently been empirically demonstrated by Gandhi et al. [24],
who were able to produce both pushed and pulled yeast invasions by subjecting invaders to
different strengths of Allee effect.

While spread rate is highly sensitive to dispersal and growth processes (including Allee
effects), it is increasingly apparent that these processes themselves rapidly evolve. A growing
body of theory argues that life history and dispersal traits should be under strong selective
pressures on invasion fronts. These selective pressures involve both standard natural selection
– operating to increase reproductive rates on the r-selected invasion front [25] – and ‘spatial
sorting’, in which invaders become spatially sorted according to their dispersal abilities, with
the best dispersers becoming overrepresented at the leading edge of the invasion front [26,27].
Such theoretical expectations have largely gained empirical support, with the rapid evolution
of dispersal now having been observed across a wide array of both natural and experimental
systems [28–33]. The rapid evolution of reproductive rates also has empirical support [34],
but there have been notable exceptions in which life-history traits relevant to reproductive
rate do not appear to have changed on invasion fronts [31,33,35].
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Interestingly, although Allee effects not only set up two fundamental classes of invasion, they
also serve to undermine many of the evolutionary forces acting on invasion fronts. In the
case of spatial sorting, the best dispersers find themselves in a low-density population and
so, under Allee effects, suffer reduced fitness, constraining the upward evolution of dispersal
[26,36]. And for both spatial sorting and r-selection, the lower growth rate on the leading
edge of the invasion should increase the relative genetic contribution of migrants to the
leading edge population. Thus, whatever the response to the unique selection pressures on
the invasion front, a stronger Allee effect should increase the ‘migrant load’ in the vanguard,
undermining this evolutionary response [37].

Because Allee effects cause lower fitness on invasion fronts, and selection on invasion fronts
favours high population growth, we would expect resistance to Allee effects to be favoured
there. But this force of selection may need to push against an opposing force of gene flow
from high-density parts of the population, where Allee effects are irrelevant [37]. Additionally,
selection on invasion fronts needs to be strong enough to counter the strong drift in this region
caused by serial founder events [38]. If however there is heritable variation for resistance to
Allee effects, and selection can overwhelm migrant load and drift, then there exists a plausible
mechanism through which a single invasion can transition from pushed to pulled. Evolution
might fundamentally alter the dynamics of the invasion.

To examine these possibilities, we develop a simulation model of an invasion with heritable
variation in individual resistance to an Allee effect. We observe whether invasions can exert
selection on a trait that governs the strength of the Allee effect, and whether the resultant
evolutionary response is sufficient to have an invasion transition from a pushed to pulled
wave despite migrant load. We also examine this possibility in the presence and absence of a
trade-off between Allee effect resistance, and competitive ability (fitness at high density).

Methods

General description of model

We developed an individual-based model in which invaders were tracked as they dispersed and
reproduced across a one-dimensional landscape of patches (Fig. A1). Both time and space
were considered discrete. Generations were non-overlapping, with each cohort of invaders
dying after one opportunity at reproduction and dispersal. All invaders in the founding
generation were randomly assigned a value for a trait (A) that determined their Allee threshold,
and so reproductive output at different densities. In particular simulations, this trait also
governed a fitness trade-off across high and low densities, such that individuals adapted to
low densities were disadvantaged at high densities, and vice-versa. All individuals reproduced
clonally, with offspring receiving their parent’s A trait. The trait was, however, allowed to
mutate in randomly selected offspring. All simulations were performed using R [39]. The
model code in its entirety can be accessed at https://github.com/PhilErm/allee-evolution/.
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Population dynamics

Reproduction was described by a modified population growth function subject to Allee effects
[17,40]. This determined each individual’s expected reproductive output W (at location x) as

E(Wix) = exp
(
r

(
1− Nx

Ki

) (
Nx

Ki

− Ai

Ki

))
. (1)

Here, E(Wix) is individual i’s expected number of offspring at a particular location x, r is
the density independent reproductive rate, Nx is the number of individuals at location x,
Ki is the individual’s carrying capacity (at densities above which E(Wix) was lower than 1),
and Ai its Allee threshold (at densities below which E(Wix) was lower than 1; Fig 1A). In
simulations where we implemented a trade-off between fitness at high and low densities, Eq.
1 was additionally modified by

Ki = K∗ + Ai. (1.1)

In this formulation, K∗ denotes the carrying capacity at Ai = 0. As Ai could take any
positive or negative value (∈ R), Eq. 1.1 ensured that, as an individual’s Allee threshold
decreased, so too did its carrying capacity and high-density performance (Fig. 1B).

To introduce demographic stochasticity and convert the expected number of offspring to an
integer value, an individual’s realised reproductive output Wix was drawn from a Poisson
distribution with λ = E(Wix).

Spatial dynamics

The invasion space was bounded at x = 0, with patches taking values of x = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Individuals dispersed with probability m to neighbouring patches in the landscape. Those
that dispersed moved to either x−1 or x+1 with equal probability. If an individual attempted
to move to x = −1, they were returned to x = 0.

Trait variation and inheritance

All founding individuals for each invasion were assigned a value for Ai drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with µ = Āinit and σ = σA (50 by default). This established the standing trait
variance at the beginning of each invasion. Alternative values of σA were also used to explore
particular cases (Table 1). Except where mutation occurred, Ai was passed with perfect
inheritance to any offspring produced.

In simulations with mutation, newborn offspring were randomly selected with probability
pmut and assigned a new Ai value. Their new mutated value was randomly drawn from a
Gaussian distribution with a mean set to their pre-mutation Ai, and a standard deviation of
σmut.
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Invasion simulations

We used a range of parameterisations to investigate the interaction between evolution and
Allee effects, as well as to explore the transition of invasions from pushed to pulled waves
(Table 1). All simulations consisted of the same basic scenario. This began with 300
individuals distributed evenly across patches 0, 1, and 2. After the invasions commenced,
dispersal and reproduction then took place for 150 generations. We performed 20 replicate
invasions for each parameterisation, both with and without the trade-off mediated by Eq.
1.1.

Reference case

The first parameterisation served as a reference case to provide a general impression of how
Ai changed over the breadth and duration of the simulated invasions. At the end of each
replicate invasion, we recorded the mean Ai value of invaders in each patch (hereafter called
Āx) and their density Nx. Āx over both time and space was also recorded for a single typical
realisation of the model.

Sensitivity analysis

We next explored parameter space around this reference case by modelling the impact of
changes to r, K∗, pmut, and Āinit on the degree of evolution taking place in the invaders.
Each parameter was individually varied across the range of values listed in Table 1, whilst
the other parameters were fixed at their reference case values (except for the exploration of
Āinit, which used σA = 0 to ensure that the initial invaders possessed particular trait values).
Āinit was specifically chosen to evaluate if differences in migrant load had non-linear effects
on evolutionary outcomes. At the end of the simulations, we recorded mean trait values for
both the core and vanguard of each invasion (Āfin). The core mean was calculated across
individuals that occupied patches 0 to 4, whereas the vanguard mean was calculated across
the 5 farthest occupied patches. We also recorded each invasion’s speed over time to see how
evolution and each parameter affected spreading dynamics more broadly.

The transition from pushed to pulled wave dynamics

Lastly, we undertook a parameterisation that allowed us to observe if invasions transitioned
from pushed to pulled wave dynamics over time. So that invasions always started as pushed
waves, Āinit was set to 50 and σA to 10, subjecting all founding invaders to a strong Allee
effect. To ensure that any transition could happen in a computationally tractable time frame,
mutation rates were set to pmut = 0.1. We then tracked Āvan (the mean Āx of the 5 farthest
occupied patches) in invasions without a trade-off for 350 generations and in invasions with a
trade-off for 200 generations. If each group’s mean final Āvan resulted in a monotonically
decreasing reproductive output across density when used with with Eq. 1 (and Eq. 1.1
as appropriate), they were considered to have become pulled waves [41]. With our default
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parameters, this critical value (hereafter referred to as Â) occurred at Āvan = −497 for
no-trade-off invasions and Āvan = −248.5 for trade-off invasions.

To see if migrant load was capable of slowing the relative time it took for invasions to become
pulled, we also performed a similar evaluation using different values for Āinit. In this case,
replicate invasions were conducted starting with Āinit = Â (i.e., -497 and -248.5) and for
Āinit = -450, -400, -350, . . . to Āinit = 50. σA was set to 0 and values for Āinit ≥ 100 were
not used as these invasions went extinct. For each value of Āinit, we recorded the time it took
for each replicate invasion’s Āvan to reach Â.

Results

Reference case

In the model with no trade-off, Āx showed a strong response to selection based on proximity
to the invasion front and time since patch colonisation (Fig. 2A). Patches on or close to the
front exhibited much lower Āx values than patches closer to the invasion origin, indicating
increased resistance to the Allee effect there. This difference became even more pronounced in
the trade-off model, where core invaders instead evolved heightened vulnerability to the Allee
effect to achieve higher fitness at carrying capacity (Fig. 2B). In consequence, individuals
from the core possessed larger carrying capacities than organisms on the invasion front (who
sacrificed competitive ability for better low-density fecundity).

Changes to Āx over time in both the invasion core and vanguard took place at a relatively
steady rate (Fig. A2). On the invasion front in the no-trade-off model, Āx declined rapidly
at first due to selection on standing variation in the founding invaders and their descendants,
but then more slowly as standing variation was depleted and novel variation was supplied by
mutation (Fig. A2A). In the invasion core, trait values appeared to equilibrate within the
first 50 generations, in contrast to the continuing decrease in Āx on the invasion front (Fig.
A2A). A similar pattern was also observed on the invasion front in the trade-off model. Here,
Āx also continually decreased over time in the vanguard, but in patches at carrying capacity,
Āx instead increased steadily over time (Fig. A2B). Neither the trade-off nor the no-trade-off
model gave any indication of an equilibrium state emerging on the invasion front, with Āx

still decreasing when simulations ended.

Sensitivity analysis

These basic results appeared to be robust to variation in parameters (Figs. A3 and A5).
Without exception, vanguard individuals always showed a propensity for evolving greater
resistance to the Allee effect than core individuals (Figs. A3 and A5). In the no-trade-off
model, increases in r accelerated the evolutionary differentiation of the core and vanguard
(Fig. A3A). Changes to K∗ didn’t have an apparent effect on evolution (Fig. A3B), however
increases in pmut led to faster evolutionary rates, and so much lower Āfin values in the
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vanguard, as well as to increased variation (Fig. A3C). Even in invasions without mutation,
standing variation still enabled differentiation between core and vanguard populations. Again,
this differentiation was amplified in the trade-off model, with core and vanguard invaders
carrying traits causing strong and weak Allee effects respectively by the end of the invasion
(Fig. A5C). Finally, changes to Āinit caused a linear shift in Āfin by the end of the simulation
(Fig. A3D).

Invasion speeds changed substantially with all parameters, although invasion acceleration
rates appeared to be less sensitive (Fig. A4). In the no-trade-off model, increases in r led
to an increase in speed, whereas the opposite occurred for K∗ (Fig. A4A and B). As would
be expected if mutation was supplying variance, higher mutation rates resulted in more
obviously accelerating invasions, with those using pmut = 0.1 increasing in speed rapidly and
eventually reaching a steady velocity (Fig. A4C). Decreases in Ainit gave rise to invasions
that moved faster, but whose rate of acceleration nonetheless remained similar to each other
(Fig. A4D). Similar patterns were also seen for invasions using the trade-off model, however
these were able to achieve relatively higher speeds and rates of acceleration compared to
invasions without a trade-off (Fig. A6).

The transition from pushed to pulled wave dynamics

Invasions under both growth models transformed from pushed to pulled waves (Fig. 3). After
invasions commenced, Āvan quickly decreased below 0 (the transition point from a strong
Allee effect to a weak Allee effect) and kept decreasing (Fig. 3A). Unlike the reference case,
this decrease appeared to equilibrate in the trade-off model. However, in the no-trade-off
model, Āvan declined even up to the end of the simulation. As Āvan ≤ Â in both cases
(indicating that Eq. 1 was monotonically decreasing; Fig. 3B), invasions had transformed
from pushed to pulled waves.

In the subset of parameter space we explored, Â was always reached, but the time taken
to do so increased with Āinit (Fig. 4). This increase was a non-linear concave downward
slope for both the trade-off and no-trade-off model (Fig. 4), contrary to our expectations
concerning the effects of migrant load, which was expected to manifest as time increasing
super-linearly with Āinit.

Discussion

Due to their importance in dictating the low-density growth rates of stationary and spreading
populations, Allee effects have been of long-standing interest to both theoretical and applied
ecologists [42]. In spreading populations, Allee effects result in a slower and particular spread
dynamic: pushed invasions [8]. Recently, it has also become apparent that Allee effects
can undermine evolutionary processes on the invasion front by reducing fitness there and
increasing gene flow between core and frontal populations [26,36,43]. In this way Allee effects
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may apply a handbrake to invasions; not only through fundamental demography, but by
slowing the evolutionary processes that cause invasions to accelerate.

Here, we consider the possibility that Allee effects themselves might evolve. By permitting
invaders to mount an evolutionary response to Allee effects, we show that invasive populations
can become resistant to them. As a consequence, invasion waves may transition from pushed
to pulled dynamics as Allee effects weaken, and accelerate despite the influence of migrant
load.

Evolved resistance to the Allee effect

In our model, resistance to the Allee effect manifested most strongly on the invasion front,
where persistently low population densities caused ongoing and intense selection for individuals
that could reproduce successfully there. Evolution of resistance to Allee effects proved robust
to varying initial conditions, parameters, and the presence of a trade-off between fitness at
high and low density (Figs. A3 and A5). In some sense, such an outcome is unsurprising. On
low-density invasion fronts, invaders with superior low-density fecundity should outcompete
rivals. However evolution of resistance to Allee effects is not a foregone conclusion; Allee
effects should also cause an increase in maladaptive gene flow from the invasion core, an
effect that has been observed to impede the evolution of traits on the invasion front in other
models [26,36,43]. Additionally, trait evolution on invasion fronts needs to overcome the often
strong drift associated with serial founder events [38]. The evolutionary shifts we observed in
resistance to Allee effects appear to have occurred in our model despite these opposing forces.

Our findings support existing theory about the evolution of life-histories within invasions.
The principles of r- and K -selection, although antiquated in a number of non-trivial aspects,
act as useful conceptual tools in this instance [44,45]. Since the leading edges of invasions
are regions of low population densities, and the long-occupied inner cores of invasions are
regions of high population densities, there ought to be a continuum of r- to K -selective
environments from the outer fringes of an invasion back to its point of origin [44]. It follows
that individuals in the vanguard should evolve traits that enable them to reproduce rapidly
at low density, whereas those living in the invasion core should instead evolve traits that
enhance competitiveness at high density. In our model, the gradient in Āx observed across
invasions is strongly concordant with these theoretical expectations (Fig. 2).

This suggests that evolutionary responses to the Allee effect provide yet another life-history
axis along which vanguard populations may evolve. The empirical evidence for shifts in
reproductive rates in vanguard populations has been mixed [31,33,44,46], but it is entirely
possible that these ambiguous results arise from the complex relationship between measurable
traits, and actual population growth rates [45]. Allee effects introduce additional complexity.
For example, in a hypothetical common garden we might find no difference in seed production,
say, between core and vanguard populations. We might take this as evidence for no shift
in reproductive rate. However, it is possible that individuals in the vanguard have more
attractive flowers and larger stigmata; a low-density adaptation that, on the invasion front,
would see the vanguard individuals exhibit much higher reproductive rates than individuals
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from the core. Thus, we need to be very careful about the environment in which we measure
reproductive traits, and be aware that it may be very easy to miss a key trait altogether.

Certainly, direct evidence from invasions themselves appears to support the notion that
individuals from recently colonised ranges may have evolved to offset Allee effects. Some
organisms that ordinarily exhibit sexual reproduction, such as the parasitic wasp Mesochorus
nigripes, have instead been found to produce eggs that can hatch even when unfertilised
within invading populations [47,48]. In terms of behaviour, European starlings from recently
established colonies have been shown to be more attuned to social signals from conspecifics
[49], and cane toads from the invasion front in northern Australia appear to exhibit increased
sociality [50]. In both cases, these behaviours enhance each species’ capacity to aggregate
despite low population densities. More broadly, it has been noted that selfing in plants
is particularly prominent in marginal populations [51], and it has long been argued that
biogeographical biases in the global distribution of parthenogenetic species may in fact reflect
their inherent superiority as colonisers [52]. Given the relatively straightforward nature of our
model’s predictions, further comparisons between core and vanguard populations in nature
may prove useful in evaluating its findings.

Wave type transitions

In the vanguard, the evolution of resistance to the Allee effect was able to progress to such an
extent that invasions transitioned from pushed to pulled waves (Fig. 3). Were this to occur in
a real invasion, it would have far-reaching and profound impacts on the population’s structure
and dynamics. Because an absence of Allee effects allows populations to grow from small
sizes, demographic stochasticity on the invasion front becomes a more powerful force as Allee
effects diminish. This stochasticity not only results in intrinsically more variable invasion
speeds [13,23], but also has several evolutionary consequences. The increased demographic
stochasticity and success of small founder populations mean that pulled invasions experience
substantial genetic drift – a force that should be strongly mitigated in pushed invasions [38].
In pulled invasions, this powerful drift can cause ‘gene surfing’, where deleterious alleles persist
in the vanguard and are spread over wide geographical areas [53,54], ultimately contributing
to populations suffering from high levels of ‘expansion load’ [55]. This expansion load can
also affect the very traits responsible for spread rate – dispersal and reproduction – such
that evolutionary stochasticity makes a very large contribution to making invasion speeds
unpredictable [31,33,43]. All of these effects are mitigated on pushed invasion fronts. Here
the requirement for large founding populations maintains relatively high levels of genetic
diversity [53]. If invasions become more pulled with time, then all of the stochastic outcomes
attendant on pulled waves will increasingly manifest as invasions progress.

The evolution of higher reproduction rates as Allee effects diminish would also facilitate
the evolution of increased dispersal ability [56]. As Allee effects weaken, highly dispersive
individuals accumulating on the invasion front through spatial sorting also accrue a fitness
benefit, with spatial sorting and natural selection conspiring to drive increasing dispersal rates.
Again, as invasions transition from pushed to pulled, we should see evolutionary processes
accelerate.
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Accounting for the possibility that invasions may transition from being pushed waves to
pulled waves would considerably complicate attempts to predict invasion speed, especially
given that the equations conventionally used to model the velocities of pushed and pulled
waves are different from one another [8]. Furthermore, since pushed and pulled waves each
favour the deployment of different control techniques [24], the most effective strategy for
managing a particular invasion may also change as the invaders evolve. Since many control
techniques exploit the Allee effect, accounting for the resultant selection these impose may be
prudent [57]. If control techniques strengthen selection for individuals that are resistant to
Allee effects, then they may inadvertently contribute to a less controllable and less predictable
invasion.

Migrant load

The increased gene flow from high-density-adapted core individuals did not appear to reduce
evolutionary rates, and was unable to suppress the evolution of increased Allee resistance on
the invasion front (Fig. 4). This suggests that selection for low-density fecundity can occur
even in strongly pushed invasions. Our result may be sensitive to the model’s assumptions,
however, rather than representing a general principle. The choice to treat all invaders as
asexual, in particular, means migrant load would have affected the vanguard’s average trait
value without (through recombination and random mating) necessarily causing individuals
and their offspring to become maladapted. That is, Allee resistant individuals would pass
their resistant trait onto their offspring undiluted. Certainly, asexual populations appear
more robust to migrant load than sexual populations [58]. It will be important, therefore, to
extend the modelling presented here to examine sexual populations.

Conclusion

Our model represents a first step in describing the possibility that Allee effects may evolve
on invasion fronts. Although our simulation results support the hypothesis that invasion
fronts ought to select for individuals that are resistant to Allee effects, further theoretical
and empirical work is required. In particular, models that incorporate recombination may
see slower or stalled evolution depending on initial Allee effects. Experimental invasions and
observational studies of real invasions may also help determine if transitions from pushed to
pulled waves can happen on ecologically relevant timescales. Irrespective, future empirical
efforts should pay careful attention to the context in which reproductive rate is assessed. If
our findings hold in reality, rapid evolution can act to release the handbrake applied by Allee
effects, with faster invasions and more dispersive invaders the result.

Data accessibility

The model code can be accessed at https://github.com/PhilErm/allee-evolution/.
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Tables

Table 1: Invasion simulation parameterisations. For the sensitivity analysis, parameters
were fixed at reference case values as one parameter was explored across the ranges indicated.

Parameter Description Reference case Sensitivity analysis Pushed to pulled Time to pulled
r Density independent repro-

duction rate
1 0.5, 1, 1.5 1 1

K∗ Carrying capacity (at Ai = 0
for simulations with trade-
off)

500 250, 500, 750 500 500

Āinit Mean value of Allee trait for
initial invaders

0 -50, -25, 0, 25, 50 50 -497 – 50

σA Standard deviation of Allee
trait for initial invaders

50 50 10 0

pmut Allee trait mutation proba-
bility

0.01 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 0.1 0.1

σmut Standard deviation of Allee
trait mutation

20 20 20 20

m Dispersal probability 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
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Figure 1: (A): Sensitivity analysis of Eq. 1, a growth function subject to the Allee effect.
(B): Sensitivity analysis of Eq. 1, but with a reproductive trade-off across densities mediated
by Eq. 1.1. In both cases, Ai determines the Allee threshold, or the critical density below
which a population begins to shrink (here seen for values of E(Wix) below the dotted line).
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Figure 2: (A): Mean Āx (the mean value of Ai, an Allee threshold governing trait, for all
individuals located in the same patch) and mean density for invasions (n = 20) after 150
generations. More recently colonised patches exhibit greater levels of resistance to the Allee
effect, as shown by lower mean values of Āx. (B): Invasions with a reproductive trade-off. As
the trade-off influences carrying capacity, core and frontier patches support differing numbers
of invaders.
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Figure 3: (A): The evolution of Āvan (Ā of the vanguard invaders) over time for n = 20
invasions with (red line) and without (blue line) a reproductive trade-off. The founding
invaders are subject to a strong Allee effect, meaning that invasions start as pushed waves. As
the vanguard becomes more resistant to Allee effects, increasing levels of low-density fecundity
make the invasions instead transition into pulled waves. (B): The expected reproductive
output of vanguard invaders across differing population densities after 200 generations (trade-
off) and 375 generations (no trade-off). Vanguard invaders have become highly adapted to low
densities, and experience no Allee effects. Because their growth functions are monotonically
decreasing, pulled invasion waves will result.
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Figure 4: The time it took for invasions starting with different Āinit values to become pulled,
both with (red line) and without (blue line) a reproductive trade-off. Fitted lines are of
the form y = x2, and points represent individual replicates. Migrant load associated with
larger Āinit neither super-linearly increased the time taken until invasions became pulled, nor
prevented them from becoming pulled altogether.
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